
Scout 39 (S) Lingonberry
This is a classic outdoor knife for children that can be used for
many different projects on the next adventure. Developed for
the little adventurer, the knife is equipped with a double finger
protection, and has exemplary qualities for those that need a
safe tool close at hand. The blade made of recycled Swedish
stainless steel keeps its sharpness for a long time.

With a barrel-shaped pink-stained handle of Scandinavian birch wood,
double finger protection and a 2.0 mm thick blade made of recycled
Swedish stainless steel, the knife is always ready for the next project.
Thanks to a smaller handle geometry, the knife rests comfortably in a
small hand. The knife’s full rat tail tang, which runs through the entire
handle, provides both strength and stability in each cut. The knife
sheath made of vegetable tanned leather in its natural colour has a belt
strap that can be easily attached to a belt and for safety's sake, it is
equipped with a simple and classic click-button that secures the knife
in the knife sheath. The embossed coat of arms from Dalarna on the
knife sheath is a well-preserved detail from the past. The knife sheath
should always be mounted on the knife when it is not in use to
carefully protect both the user and the sharp edge. When in contact
with surfaces other than wood, the edge may become dull. Children's
knife handling should always take place under adult supervision. Ever
since they were first introduced in the 1930s, the characteristic Scout
knives have been an obvious entry-level knife for children and a door
opener for a richer outdoor life.

Base information

Item Number: 13973
Knife Length: 180 mm
Blade Length: 86 mm
Blade Thickness: 2 mm
Product Length: 197 mm
Product Width: 43 mm
Product Height: 48 mm
Net Weight: 0.0753 kg
Gross Weight: 0.1089 kg
Blade Material: Stainless Steel
Grip Material: Birch
Grip Colour: Pink
Sheath Type: Leather Sheath
Sheath Colour: Natural
Statistical No: 82119200
Country of Origin: Sweden
Lead time: 12 Days

Primary Packaging

Type Counter Rider
Amount 1
Peggable Yes
Width 81 mm
Height 270 mm
Length 45 mm
Volume 0.00098 m³
Weight 0.0944 kg
EAN 7391846026051

Secondary Packaging

Type Cardboard Box
Amount 6
Width 133 mm
Height 97 mm
Length 378 mm
Volume 0.00488 m³
Weight 0.6533 kg
EAN 7391846026068
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